Accommodation in Aarhus
As a service to all participants, we have obtained offers and pre-reserved 175 hotel rooms from 4
different hotels in Aarhus. All hotels are centrally located and within walking distance of the venue.
See descriptions of the hotels and prices below.
As May is a busy month for the hotels in Aarhus, it is a good idea to book well in advance if
you want to secure a room.
It is possible to book via the booking links/contacts below until April 1st 2018

CABINN Aarhus
Right next to the canal Aarhus Å where the excitement and atmosphere self-generates.
Stay at a hotel in one of the best locations in the city, close to Aarhus Cathedral, the
Aarhus Theatre, and the 'Latin Quarter' with its charming cobblestone streets. CABINN
Aarhus Hotel was rebuilt in 2015, and it is located only a few minutes’ walk away from the
pedestrianized high street and its many shops, and with the vibrant café life along the
Aarhus canal right outside the door.
CABINN offers standard and commodore rooms, and rooms specially designed to
accommodate disabled guests and wheelchairs. All rooms have a bathroom and toilet, TV,
telephone and electric kettle with free coffee and tea.
Single room: 581 DKK/night
Double room: 698 DKK/night
Breakfast: 75 DKK
Book your stay by e-mail: aarhus@cabinn.com, booking code: 109951
Read more about the hotel here

Wakeup Aarhus
Wakeup Aarhus is a hotel that is ideal for those who want an affordable stay when visiting
the „City of Smiles“. Wakeup Aarhus is beautifully designed with clean lines that recur
throughout the hotel. There is emphasis on minimalist design and quality at the hotel's 315
rooms, all of which will contain a flat-screen TV, work desk, air conditioning and free Wi-Fi.
Wakeup Aarhus is at the corner of M. P. Bruuns Gade and Jægergårdsgade – right in the
center. This means that you soon can have an overnight stay with Bruun’s Gallery next
door and with Aarhus Central Station just around the corner.

Although the hotel has 2 stars, it measures with a 3-4 star hotel experience. All rooms will
be completed and furnished with pieces from some of the best Danish furniture
manufactures, and from the upper floors, guests have a great view over the rooftops of the
city.
Single room: 800 DKK/night
Double room: 900 DKK/night
Breakfast: 80 DKK/night
Book your stay at the following link: Book here

The Mayor Hotel
The Mayor Hotel is situated in the heart of Aarhus. The hotel is encircled by the Music
Hall, the City Hall and the beautiful City Hall Park and with only a few minutes’ walk to the
airport shuttle, the Central Station and Aarhus Harbor.
The Mayor Hotel has been awarded the Nordic Ecolabel and holds a dedicated focus on
sustainability, and furthermore, a respectful approach towards the environment is among
the core values of the hotel. The hotel has banqueting rooms and meeting rooms with a
maximum capacity of 150 persons, a café, bar and restaurant.
Single room: 1095 DKK/night incl. breakfast
Double room: 1195 DKK/night incl. breakfast
Book your stay by e-mail to: ths@themayor.dk, booking code: 186849
Read more about the hotel here

Radisson BLU Scandinavia Hotel
Radisson BLU Scandinavia Hotel is located just a short walk from the heart of the city
center where you will discover a multitude of shops, restaurants, museums and cafés,
leaving you to take full advantage of all that is on offer. The beautiful hotel has 4 stars, 4
different room styles as well as a pleasant and informal atmosphere in both the Lobby Bar
la Pyramide and in Restaurant Scenario. Free Internet access from all rooms.
Single room: 1195 DKK/night incl. breakfast

Double room: 1295 DKK/night incl. breakfast
Book your stay at the following link: Book here
Read more about the hotel here

